
Amusement Rides Descriptions



PUTO’S MOBI PARK 
⑭Dream R  Try out a time attack to get the fastest time! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Make a good use of 
a boost button to 
clear the standard time. 
 
Press the Power Button  
when the lamp is lit  
at a boost point. 

⑮ene-1 
It is a vehicle to compete the mileage within the limited energy. 
The harder you try out the vehicle with your family, 
the longer it runs. 
You have to drive it 400 meters to reach the goal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STOP DRIVE 

                       4seats  
 
 
 
 
 
 

PIPIRA’S MOTO FIELD 
⑱Kid’s Bike   Try out your first motorcycle ride! 

We have special motorcycles for kids which are easy to use and have soft roads, so kids feel safe in riding.  
If you master riding a motorcycle on the special training course, then move on to the actual course. 
If you can smoothly ride under control till the end, you get a license card! 
*You can try out a touring bike if you get kid’s bike A license! 

⑲Pinky Bike 
"Pinky Bike" is a non-falling, stand-alone, three-wheel motorcycle.  
But the steering wheel is that of a motorcycle. 

Let's learn with fun about a motorcycle-unique manual operation of 
accelerators and brakes, and take a ride around the town. 

BATTO’S ADVENTURE VILLAGE 
㉑Adventure Drive 
Japan's first voice-accelerated coaster attraction!! 
Find a Power Ring hidden somewhere! 
When the center of the ring glows red, shout "Power"! 
Your shout will be the energy to accelerate the speed! 
㉒Batto’s Power Crystal Hunt 
Find the POWER CRYSTAL and use a LASER DRILL to get energy! 

Let's get on a mining vehicle and start your adventure with your family and friends 
to find out energy ore POWER CRYSTAL lying deep in the mine! 
When you enter the mine, you will see a line of mining vehicles, so get on the vehicle and start for the underground 
where Power Crystal lies! Shoot a LASER DRILL and get energy! 
There are two types of POWER CRYSTAL; blue and red. Shoot at the red one to get higher score! 
The last one comes a king crystal. Each time you hit it, you get points and higher score! 

㉔Adven Boat Frontier 
You have completed your missions, if your boat comes back before the limited energy runs out! 
Obstacles are ahead of you, like "Fall Curtain" and "Mysterious Bubbles" rising up! 
Find out a Power Ring hidden somewhere in the course and press the power charge button, 
then you can recharge the energy only once! 

 
*Find the P-Ring before  
running out of energy 

GP FIELD 
㉗Racing Theater 
The world's first full-scale racing experience attraction using a sensory acoustic system 

"Main Theater" uses a sensory acoustic system to transmit sound through vibrations, 
special effects, and also a wide screen with 19m width, to make spectators feel the overwhelming 
speed and impact throughout the body, just as actually seen and felt by racing drivers. 
There are more activities in the theater, so that you can feel real motor sports and  
have a family fun from small children to adults. 

㉚Kochira’s Racing Kart 
Full-scale kart racing available from age 9 (height 130cm)! 
5 round time attack in full-throttle! Beat your rivals! Get the best time! 
Clear the standard time and get the license! 
 
For rent---shoes/training suit/helmet 
If you take and pass Step-up Training for Advanced Karts, you can try out more full-scale karts! 
(height over 140cm/advanced reception required/capacity limited) 
* Those who have a driver's license can use 
 an advanced kart without taking the training. 

Earn the mileage while the 
assist mode is lit because 
energy does not run out during 
the period. 

Energy Starter 
 

Brake Accelerator 

 

Runs faster as rotates the 
accelerator to the direction of 
"rabbit". 

Shout "Power" when the center of the ring glows red. 

Only the Main Theater is available for those above age 3. 
(60 seats/4 seats for wheelchairs) 

Other experience attractions are available for anybody. 

*Pregnant guests are not allowed to experience the 
Main Theater. 

*It does not stop automatically. 
You need to use brakes by yourself. 

Brake Accelerator 

Pilot Lamps 
Lit when the Power 
Button is available. Lit when 

the safety is 
secured. ←Power Button 

Brake Accelerator 

If you press an "Energy Starter", you can use the energy charged by activating an "Energy Charger." 
Your record is the mileage you made at the last point when you run out of energy. 
A license card will be issued depending on the mileage. 

Energy Point POWER CRYSTAL 
Shoot the ○part of the crystal. 

Control the accelerator so that the 
eco-meter is within a "Green Zone"!! 
You can make the most of energy  
if you can keep the "Green Zone." 
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